Introduction
Measuring quality of care receives increasing attention. Specifically, ranking of hospitals may be attempted to compare their quality of care. Such ranking is currently very popular, especially in the lay press. 1, 2 Measuring quality of care and ranking hospitals has the potential to enable health care financers to identify poor performance. In addition, patients (or 'consumers') might choose the best hospital for their health problem, and hospitals may learn from best practices. All these applications can have huge consequences for hospitals on, for example, their budget and reputation, which makes reliability of results extremely important.
Quality of care is often measured with outcomes such as mortality, an approach that is surrounded by many methodological problems. 3 The first major issue is case-mix adjustment. 4 Case-mix adjustment should appropriately capture differences between hospitals in-patient characteristics that are outside the influence of actions in the hospital.
The second issue is drawing proper conclusions from the hospital-specific case-mix-adjusted outcomes. There will always be some variation in outcome between hospitals, caused just by chance. Disregarding this chance variation may lead to over-interpretation of differences between hospitals since especially smaller hospitals can have an extreme outcome, caused more by chance than by their underlying quality.
Variation between hospitals in binary outcomes is traditionally modelled as fixed effects in a logistic regression model. We can also use a random effect logistic regression model which accounts for variation by chance at the hospital level. 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Ranking hospitals according to their outcome causes the problem that one hospital has to be first and the other has to be last. Simple ranking disregards both the magnitude of the relative differences between the hospitals and the variation that exists by chance, and can hence put hospitals in needless jeopardy.
In this study, we use data from the Netherlands Stroke Survey to compare methods for assessment of quality of care that takes into account case-mix and variation by chance.
Methods The Netherlands Stroke Survey
The Netherlands Stroke survey was conducted in 10 hospitals in the Netherlands: two in the north, four in the middle and four in the southern regions. The participating hospitals comprised one small (<400 beds), four intermediate (400-800 beds) and five large hospitals (>800 beds). Two hospitals were university hospitals.
All patients who were admitted to the neurology department with suspected acute brain ischaemia between October 2002 and May 2003 were screened. Patients were enrolled consecutively and prospectively if the initial diagnosis of first or recurrent acute brain ischaemia was confirmed by the neurologist's assessment. Trained research assistants collected data from the patients' hospital charts, within 5 days after discharge. At 1 year, survival status was obtained through the Civil Registries. A telephone interview was conducted and it is based on a structured questionnaire, which was sent in advance. Follow-up was complete in 96% of the patients. More details on the study population and methods of data collection were reported previously.
11,12
Case-mix adjustment
The primary outcome was whether patients were dead or disabled at 1 year after admission, i.e. a score on the modified Rankin scale of 3 or higher. We used a logistic regression model to adjust for case-mix, because we consider case-mix as confounders since it may be related to the setting and to the outcome and is outside the influence of actions in the hospital. The model we used included 12-patient characteristics: age, sex, stroke subtype [transient ischaemic attack (TIA) or ischaemic stroke], stroke severity, lowered consciousness level at hospital arrival, Barthel Index 24 h from admission, previous stroke, atrial fibrillation, ischaemic heart disease, diabetes mellitus, hypertension and hyperlipidaemia. These variables were selected in previous work on the same data set with stepwise logistic regression analysis with backward elimination of possible confounders with the Akaike information criterion (AIC) for inclusion (equivalent to P < 0.157 for confounders with one degree of freedom). 13 In the first step, age, sex and stroke subtype were entered and in the second step the other patient characteristics were added. The model is described in more detail elsewhere. 12 
Hospital effects
We estimated the variation between the hospitals with two different models. The first was a standard fixed effect logistic regression model, with hospital as a categorical variable. We estimated the coefficient for each hospital, compared with the average using an offset variable. We also calculated the chi-square for the model as the difference in À2 log likelihood for a model with and without hospital, to indicate the total variation between the hospitals. Both the individual coefficients and the variation were calculated with and without adjustment for case-mix. We refer to the results of the fixed effect models as fixed effect estimates.
Since the fixed effect estimates do not account for variation by chance, we also fitted a random effect logistic regression model. Random effect models account for the fact that part of the variation between hospitals is just chance. They estimate the hospital effects and the total variation 'beyond chance'. This total variation is indicated by the model parameter t 2 . We refer to the results of the random effect models as random effect estimates and these were also fitted with or without adjustment for case-mix.
Ranking and rankability
To also account for the variation by chance in rankings, we calculated the expected rank (ER); this is the probability that the performance of a hospital is worse than another randomly selected hospital. The ER incorporates both the magnitude and the uncertainty of the difference of a particular hospital with other hospitals. We can scale the ERs between 0% and 100% with percentiles based on expected rank (PCER) for easy interpretation and to make the ranks independent of the number of hospitals. The PCER can be interpreted as the probability (as a percentage) that a hospital is worse than a randomly selected hospital, including itself.
To see whether it makes sense to rank the hospitals, we calculated the 'rankability'. The rankability relates the total variation from the random effect models (How large are the differences between the hospitals?) to the uncertainty of the individual hospital differences from the fixed effect model (How certain are the differences?). The rankability can be interpreted as the part of variation between the hospitals that is not due to chance.
More details on the statistical analysis and formulas can be found in Appendix 1 and in a previous, more detailed work on this topic. 14 The statistical analysis was performed with R (version 2.5, R foundation for statistical computing, Vienna). The random effect analysis was repeated in SAS (version 9, SAS Inc, Cary, NC, USA) with compatible results. R programming code can be found in Appendix 2.
Results

Study population
The study population consisted of 579 patients who were admitted to the hospital because of acute ischaemic stroke or TIA. Of these, 505 patients (87%) with complete data on potential confounders and outcome were used in the analysis. The lowest numbers enrolled were 22 and 24 patients in hospitals 5 and 6 and the highest numbers 92 and 99 in hospitals 2 and 7, respectively ( Table 1) .
Mean age was 71 (SD = 13 years), 278 patients (55%) were male, and the majority [450 (90%)] was diagnosed with cerebral infarction (Table 1) .
At 1 year, 143 patients (28%) had died and of the remaining 362 patients, 125 (35%) were disabled (modified Rankin scale scores 3, 4 or 5). Thus, the total number of patients with poor outcome at 1 year after stroke was 268 (53%). This percentage varied substantially between hospitals from 29% poor outcome in hospital 6 to 78% poor outcome in hospital 8 ( Table 1) . 
Case-mix adjustment
The strongest predictors of poor outcome were indicators of stroke severity [severe stroke: OR (odds ratio) = 3.5, P < 0.001; lowered consciousness level: OR = 3.5, P = 0.001; activities of daily living (ADL) dependency: OR = 2.8, P = 0.001] and age (OR = 1.5/decade, P = 0.001) ( Table 1 ).
The area under the curve (AUC) of the total model was 0.804. Sex and stroke subtype were not significant anymore after adding all the confounders in the second step of the model development.
Although the differences in outcome between hospitals were highly significant in unadjusted fixed effects analysis ( 2 = 48, 9 df, P < 0.0001, Table 2 ), they were partly explained by confounders. For example, hospitals 2, 5 and 8 had over 70% poor outcomes but mean ages of 73, 74 and 70 years. On the other hand, hospitals with mostly good outcomes had younger patients (e.g. hospital 6, mean age 65 years, 29% poor outcome, Table 1 ). Adjusting the fixed effect analysis for all 12 potential confounders led to halving of the 2 seen in unadjusted analysis ( 2 = 24 instead of 48, Table 2 ). This pattern was also seen in the random effects analysis ( 2 = 0.18 vs. 0.38, Table 2 ).
Estimation of differences between hospitals
The apparent performance of the individual hospitals changed considerably between unadjusted and adjusted fixed analysis (Table 3 , Figure 1 ). Hospital 1 seemed to perform relatively poorly in unadjusted analysis (positive coefficient) while adjusted analysis indicated that the hospital performed relatively well (negative coefficient). This suggests that the positive coefficient was attributable to the unfavourable case-mix of the hospital. Changes for other hospitals were only quantitative, without change of sign, with adjusted differences generally closer to zero.
Further changes were seen after accounting for variation by chance with adjusted random effect models (Table 3 and Figure 1 ). As expected random effect estimation did not affect estimates for the larger hospitals, such as 2 and 7. However, for the smaller hospitals, such as hospitals 5, 6 and 8, the point estimates were shrunken considerably. None of the hospitals had a deviation significantly different from the average in the random effect model but the overall heterogeneity was still statistically significant (Table 2) . Values are logistic regression coefficients, compared to the overall average outcome. A positive number means a higher probability on poor outcome. 
Ranking and rankability
We first ranked hospitals based on unadjusted and adjusted fixed effect estimates and adjusted random effect estimates. Figure 2 shows that some hospitals such as 1, 3 and 4 change rank after adjustment for patient characteristics, and some small hospitals such as 5 and 6 again change rank after accounting for variation by chance with random effect estimation.
Subsequently, we calculated the ER and PCER. Figure 2 shows that the ER led to shrinkage of the ranks towards the median rank of 5.5 with 6 hospitals having an ER close to this median. Hospital 6 seemed to do best with rank 1 in unadjusted analysis, shifted to rank 2 in adjusted analysis, to rank 3 in random effects analysis and had an ER around 4, meaning that at most 4 out of 10 hospitals are expected to do better than this hospital.
With the PCER, we can express the ERs on a 0-100% scale. Hospital 8 had a PCER of 86%, 
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Center effect 0 1 Figure 1 . Differences between centres with unadjusted fixed effect estimates, unadjusted random effect estimates, adjusted fixed effects estimates and adjusted random effect estimates. A positive numbers means a higher probability on poor outcome. Dot size indicates sample size per centre. meaning there is an 86% probability that a randomly selected hospital does better than hospital 8. Hospital 3 had the best PCER (17%), meaning that there was only a 17% probability that a randomly selected hospital does better than hospital 3. The rankability was 55%. This means that of the total variation between hospitals after adjustment, 55% was not due to chance.
Discussion
In this study, we found large differences in the proportion of patients with poor outcome after stroke between hospitals. Adjusting for 12 potential confounders led to halving of the chi-square seen in unadjusted analysis, and considerable changes in performance estimates for individual hospitals. Further changes were seen after accounting for uncertainty in the random effect estimation, especially for smaller hospitals. Ordering the hospitals by means of the ER led to shrinkage of the simple ranks of 1-10 towards the median rank of 5.5 and to a different order of the hospitals.
A limitation of our study is that we are unable to do power calculations as we did not define a formal hypothesis on the difference between the hospitals. Our results should be considered as part of a larger debate on measuring quality of care. Measuring quality of care can have multiple purposes. A first broad distinction can be made between internal and external purposes. The first can, for example, be an internal quality system, or 'benchmarking', with the initiative at the side of the hospital. The second includes increasing accountability to governments, patients and insurance companies. These purposes are related, since a relatively poor performance might be an incentive for a hospital to stimulate improvements. Such feedback can lead to a continuous quality improvement. The results of this study apply more to external than to internal quality measurement.
If we want to compare hospitals, we can debate what to measure and how to measure it. In this study, we focused on outcome (in this case the combination of mortality and disability), but quality of care measures may also include, for example, patient satisfaction, and organizational issues such as procedures and processes of delivering care. 15, 16 It is known that outcome is not always a valid indicator of quality of care. 12 Therefore some argue that we should concentrate on direct measurement of adherence to clinical and managerial standards. 6 Moreover, measuring adherence to guidelines provides clear directions for improvement of care in all hospitals in those with poor outcome. Examples of such an approach in stroke are the 'Get With The Guidelines' program in the USA and the Scottish Stroke Care Audit. 17, 18 Those in favour of outcome assessment, however, advocate that quality assessment on process level requests a too detailed data collection, and conclusions on quality depend largely on the selection of process measures. 19 In debates around measuring quality of care based with outcome the issue of case-mix adjustment has received substantial attention. 20, 21 Our study shows that this is indeed very important for stroke outcomes, since half of the differences, in terms of chi-square, between hospitals was explained by differences in case-mix. One hospital even seemed to perform poorly but appeared to perform well after adjustment for their unfavourable case-mix. We used a relatively simple model without any interaction terms for adjustment. In previous work, we showed that age, sex and stroke subtype alone have only a moderate predictive strength (AUC: 0.690; AUC of total model: 0.804). 12 The choice for an adjustment model should be a trade-off between the performance of the model and available data. It was surprising that in our model hypertension and hyperlipidaemia were protective for poor outcome (OR = 0.6). Both were scored if noted in medical history or if diagnosed during hospitalization. Most patients with one of these conditions were already diagnosed before their stroke and thus treated with antihypertensive drugs or statins; this may cause the protective effect.
A second issue in comparing hospitals is variation that exists just by chance. If there are hospitals involved with small samples sizes, using fixed effect models that disregard the variation by chance could lead to exploding estimates of the hospital effects, and over-interpretation of the differences. Random effect models do account for variation by chance; they allow imprecisely estimated outcomes from small hospitals to 'borrow' information from other hospitals, causing their estimates to be shrunk towards the overall mean. Random effect models are thus more robust. 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 20 Our study shows that the random effect estimates are indeed more conservative. In random effect analyses, none of the hospitals had an effect that was significantly different from zero, while some had in the fixed effect analyses. The variation by chance had a large impact on the conclusions drawn about the hospitals. Individual hospitals are often too small to reliably determine whether they are an outlier. 22 Small hospitals are more likely to suffer more from variation just by chance than large hospitals. 23 We derived the random effect estimates directly from the fitted model as it is easily available now in statistical packages (such as R) and also since we were able to reproduce our results with other fitting methods and with other software. The random effect estimates can also be calculated in two steps. 24 Although random effect analyses are preferable for estimation of differences between hospitals, simple integer ranking based on these random effect estimates disregards uncertainty, and may lead to over-interpretation again. With the ER, uncertainty of the hospital effect estimates is also incorporated in the ranking. For example, we found that 6 of the 10 hospitals were close to the median rank. ERs are a better representation of the random effect estimates. Approaches similar to the ER have been proposed by others. 4, 5, [25] [26] [27] For ease of interpretation, we calculated the percentile based on expected rank, which is independent from the number of hospitals in the sample and indicates the probability that a hospital is worse than a randomly selected hospital, including itself.
A practical approach to ranking based on risk standardized mortality rates with 95% confidence intervals, estimated with hierarchical (random effects) modelling, was recently been proposed by Krumholz et al. 28 However, interpreting the magnitude and clinical significance of differences between hospitals with overlapping 95% confidence intervals is difficult. 29 The PCER consists of only one number. Although there is an almost universal agreement that a confidence interval is more informative than just an estimate, we believe that for lay people (patients who want to choose between hospitals) it is easier to interpret one number compared to an estimate and its confidence interval. On the other hand, the PCER does not show directly the degree of variation by chance, although it is included in the calculation of the single number. In our perspective, the PCER approach could be a useful extension to reporting of provider performance, since it combines the attractiveness of a ranking, provides a single number and is easy to interpret.
Some guidelines have recently been published with respect to statistical methods for public reporting of health outcomes, which suggest seven preferred attributes of statistical modelling for provider profiling: (i) clear and explicit definition of patient sample, (ii) clinical coherence of model variables, (iii) sufficiently high-quality and timely data, (iv) designation of a reference time before which covariates are derived and after which outcomes are measured, (v) use of an appropriate outcome and a standardized period of outcome assessment, (vi) application of an analytical approach that takes into account the multilevel organization of data and (vii) disclosure of the methods used to compare outcomes, including disclosure of performance of risk-adjustment methodology in derivation and validation samples. 30 In this study, we have focused mainly on attribute 6. We have also adjusted for case-mix (attribute 7) but the model we used was quite simple and not externally validated. We suggest adding an attribute: consider a measure of rankability to judge what part of the observed differences is not due by chance. It remains, however, a value judgment when ranking is appropriate. We would suggest that any ranking is meaningless when rankability is low (< 50%), that the ER should be used when rankability is moderate (> 50% and < 75%) and that simple integer ranks are appropriate when rankabilty is high (> 75%). ERs and integer ranks will then be very similar.
We label the remaining between hospital differences 'unexplained', since there can be many explanations to differences in outcome, including process of care, hospital characteristics, and more (unknown) patient characteristics. We will probably never know how large the 'true' differences are, or be able to completely explain them. 18 To conclude, this study shows that adjustment for case-mix is crucial in measuring quality of care and ranking hospitals. Case-mix-adjusted random effect estimates and the ER are more robust alternatives to traditional fixed effect estimates and simple rankings and may assist to prevent over-interpretation.
